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Tudor Primary is a school in Southall in West London. There are approximately
400 pupils on roll, with EAL pupils making up 93% of the school. The Ealing
average is 64.7% and the national average is 20.1% (Ealing Primary School
Data, Spring 2017). The school also has a high level of casual admissions (9.7%
annually, compared with the 7.7% Ealing average).
The school welcomes around 55 learners who are new international arrivals and
new to English every year, with these pupils enrolling throughout the academic
year. Teacher assessments of proﬁciency in English indicated that only 29.5% of
these arrivals were ﬂuent in English in 2017 compared with the Ealing average of
50% in that year.
The school population speaks around 12 diﬀerent languages, mainly Punjabi,
Bengali and Urdu. Farsi, Somali, Arabic, Gujarati and Pashto are also spoken.
Most learners are of Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi backgrounds, with 78%
identifying as Asian British, 10% as Black British and 7.3% as other heritages.
Some learners also speak Italian, as they have previously had two to four years’
schooling in Italy, making English their third language.
According to the school’s OFSTED report in 2018, in Early Years “almost all
children speak English as an additional language and are not proﬁcient in
either English or their home language when they start school.” In Primary, “the
proportion of pupils who speak English as an additional language is high. Some
of these are at the early stage of learning English.”
The new students who arrive have often had disrupted schooling and have no
literacy skills in their ﬁrst language, hindering their language development in
English. They also have limited literacy support at home.
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“Pupils speaking English as an additional
language make accelerated progress once
they have gained secure language skills,
although they do not always have time to
reach national expectations if they arrive late
in Key Stage 2.”

“Early, short-term interventions for pupils new
to learning English draw upon rich resources
and strategies which immerse pupils in the
language from the time they join the school.”
“Pupils who speak English as an additional
language are supported very well. Pupils who
are new to the school are assessed quickly
and additional support is put in place. This
enables pupils to have access to all areas of
the curriculum alongside their classmates.”
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In October 2015 an EAL consultant began to support the school, focusing on
raising the attainment of the large number of EAL pupils joining the school with
little or no English.
In January 2016, on the recommendation of the consultant, the school
leadership team decided to use the Learning Village as a blended learning
programme to support new EAL learners.

The Learning Village
helps EAL learners
with:

In addition, it provides
teachers with:

• building basic vocabulary
• awareness of grammatical patterns
• improving sentence structure
• conﬁdence in using English in everyday
interactions
• additional support in early phonics skills
(most children have limited or no awareness
or exposure to phonics).

• a consistent approach to supporting pupils in
the early stages of learning English
• access to lessons in the basics of English
and in decoding, along with subject-speciﬁc
vocabulary at the appropriate level
• curriculum-speciﬁc vocabulary for new
arrivals and for more advanced learners in
KS2.

Finding the best strategies for the school context

Tudor Primary tried
various approaches
to using the Learning
Village:

1. Enrolling all pupils who were below the
old NC Level 2 (proﬁciency level B, plus
some selected Cs) on the Learning Village
on netbooks. This meant that there were
approximately six to eight learners in each
class working on the netbooks. They needed
to be supervised by TAs to use the Learning
Village independently in this way.
2. Using the Learning Village in carousel time
(20 mins a day) for four days a week.
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A number of issues
arose:

• Children began skipping modules, unless
they were closely supervised. They did not
always say the ‘learn part’ out loud, even
though they had headphones to use.
• Pupils lacked conﬁdence in using computers
and needed support with logging-on
and working through the programmes
independently.
• For accountability purposes, the school
used a learning record sheet, which the TAs
signed oﬀ with the pupils once a module was
completed. Pupils self-assessed on this sheet,
using smiley faces to indicate how easy or
hard the learning was. This worked for a while,
but became increasingly labour-intensive.
• There was inconsistency with the monitoring
of progress amongst the TAs. Year 6 pupils
tended to perform better, because they
were using the Learning Village more
independently.
• The EAL TA was overseeing the progress of
all 70 enrolled pupils: a workload that became
unmanageable.

Solutions and successes
One solution the school found was to target speciﬁc KS2 pupils with gaps in their
learning to come in for a soft-start (8.30-8.50) in the school’s IT suite. Some of these
children were not receiving support or encouragement at home. The soft-start
system has now been working well for two years.
The school also rethought the support provided to new arrivals. The school used
‘Talk for Writing’ as their main intervention method, and teachers were concerned
about pupils missing literacy lessons. The SLT agreed that those new arrivals
who could not access literacy lessons would receive intensive English support,
via the Learning Village, in a pilot project running for six weeks from September
to October 2017. The ﬁrst assessment made of this project showed accelerated
progress for these learners. The children on the project continued to attend an
hour-long Learning Village session, four days a week, for 12 weeks in total. They
then transitioned into the class literacy lessons.
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About the Learning Village programme
This intensive programme consists of teaching and independent study. Teachers
work through a cycle of learning, comprising the following stages:
Connection:
Learners connect images with a real context, for example, items in the classroom
or story settings they are using in class. They connect the images to their home
language and then to what they know in English. This also oﬀers an initial
assessment of their knowledge of words or phrases in English.
Activation:
Learners have a go at the target language and begin to practise it as a group.
Demonstration:
Learners play ﬂashcard games, using the words and phrases they have learnt so
far. Up to this point, activities are usually all speaking- and listening-focused.
Consolidation:
Learners reapply their knowledge to real contexts, ensuring that they can use
the language in real situations. A sentence based on the learning is modelled for
the learners. The sentence is then removed and the learners have a go at writing
sentences themselves on mini-whiteboards. A couple of examples are chosen for
the group to peer-assess.

To assess
the impact of
this intensive
programme, the
school measured
ﬁve things:

• increases in HF words known
• New Salford reading age (RA) and
comprehension age (CA) changes
• phonics progress.
• extended writing samples
• EAL proﬁciency codes (EAL continuum
tracking speaking, listening, reading and
writing)

The experience of the following two learners indicates the impact of the
intensive programme in these areas.
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Individual pupil studies
In January 2016, on the recommendation of the consultant, the school
leadership team decided to use the Learning Village as a blended learning
programme to support new EAL learners.

Learner N

Background

Extract from early
teacher assessment:

EAL proﬁcency code
results
(before & after)

Pupil Study 1: Learner N
Age: 9 (Year 4)
Started: 8th February 2017
Mother tongue: Punjabi

Learner N came from India, where she had
been at school for two years in a public
school. Her Punjabi seemed developed, but
she was not literate in the language.

“Learner N has very limited English and
therefore struggles to engage with lessons.
She is buddied with another child who speaks
Punjabi. Her concentration is poor (maybe due
to her all-English environment). She struggles
with pronunciation.”

Learner N’s Proﬁciency code:
February 2018 (arrival): Working towards A –
New-to-English (green highlights below)
July 2018: B – Early acquisition (pink and
yellow highlights below)
See Appendix 1

Writing Sample Feb
2017 (before)
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Provision
Learner N attended the intensive Learning Village programme for new arrivals.
Progress
Learner N continued with the group work in lessons lasting one hour, four
times a week for six weeks. A review then took place. She continued with
the programme for a further six weeks, attending three sessions per week.
Altogether, she participated in the programme for a total of 18 weeks.

Teacher comments
after six weeks of
support:

“Learner N can now say full sentences to me in
English, whereas at the start of the term it was
maybe two or three words.”

“Learner N has improved in writing simple
sentences as well as her language. She is able
to verbally put together simple sentences.
She is more conﬁdent when speaking in
English to her peers and able to follow simple
instructions in English.”

After 18 weeks’ intensive language learning, Learner N no longer needed
the same level of support. Instead, she attended her normal lessons and
began working more independently on the Learning Village. She ﬁnished her
programme in May 2018.

Results after
Proﬁciency code: B
(May 18):
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Writing Sample July 2018 (after)
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Learner H

Background

EAL proﬁcency code
results
(before & after)

Pupil Study 2: Learner H
Age: 10 (Year 5)
Started: 27th April 2017
Mother tongue: Punjabi

Learner H came from India where he had been
at school. He was ﬂuent in Punjabi, including
in reading and writing. He was very frustrated
on arrival because he couldn’t understand
English and felt very upset that he couldn’t
access his class work. He relied on occasional
support from the bilingual teaching assistant,
which made him feel more conﬁdent.
Learner H struggled to catch up with his peers,
so, in January 2018, he joined an intensive
new arrivals programme.
Proﬁciency code:
May 2017 (arrival): Working towards A – Newto-English (yellow highlights below)
July 2018: B – Early acquisition (pink highlights
below)
See Appendix 2

Writing Sample Oct 2017 (before)
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Provision
Learner H attended the intensive Learning Village programme for new arrivals.
Progress
Learner H continued with the group work in lessons lasting one hour, four times
a week for six weeks. A review then took place and he continued for a further six
weeks of lessons. In total, Learner H participated in the programme for a total of
12 weeks.

Teacher comments
after six weeks of
support:

“Learner H’s sentences have improved and
he is slowly improving in his grammar and
more conﬁdent in speaking English. Whereas
at the start of term he was speaking more
in his home language (Punjabi) and out of
frustration was walking out of class as he did
not understand the work in class.”

Writing Sample May
2018 (after)
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Summary of the programme
The Learning Village intensive programme put in place by Tudor Primary has
achieved real and measurable success, transforming the English language skills
of a signiﬁcant number of new EAL learners. It has built receptive vocabulary and
language structures and has provided consistency for new arrivals across the
year groups.
Ragini, Teaching Assistant at Tudor Primary, has enjoyed delivering the small
group support. She feels that the ﬂashcard games, for example, bingo, colour
card games and snap, have the most impact on learning. She has found that
pronunciation is one of the greatest challenges and requires lots of repetition.
Outside of the literacy sessions, she sees the children correct one another
in the playground. They gain conﬁdence in the small group setting, where
collaboration raises their self-esteem.
The SLT at Tudor Primary and the EAL consultant are supportive of the
programme and delighted with its success.
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Appendix 1
Writing sample:
Learner N’s EAL Proﬁciency code:
February 2017 - (arrival): Working towards A – New-to-English (green highlights
below)
July 2018: B – Early acquisition (pink & yellow highlights below)
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Appendix 2
Writing sample:
Learner H’s EAL Proﬁciency code:
May 2017 (arrival): Working towards A – New-to-English (yellow highlights below)
July 2018: B – Early acquisition (pink highlights below)
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